






There are currently two existing Crypto associations and hubs. 











The Bahamas should be the next world renowned crypto network and hub. Block Tech Bahamas will make 
this happen. 









 



The Block Tech Bahamas Association will unify resources for both established and startup companies to take 
advantage of a range of solutions available to enable them to grow their operations from the Bahamas. 



Block Tech Labs will be established to offer a physical location for companies to be based. The Labs will 
offer a full service for companies to start, network and grow their businesses in the Bahamas. 



Block Tech Bahamas will stage live and online events from The Bahamas and will be involved in events ran by 
others. These regular events will enable Block Tech Bahamas, its partners, companies and members to a worldwide 
market. In addition to bringing major exposure to the Bahamas islands as “the place to be” for new blockchain and 
tech based companies. 
 



Block Tech Bahamas will attract investors and direct investment into The Bahamas Islands. 



The projected growth of blockchain investment shows that institutional investment is set to treble in the next 
three years. 



The market capitalisation of Crypto currencies had quadrupled in the last two years. This trend is set to 
continue. 



The Bahamas offers a massive range existing resources to tech companies wishing to develop products and 
services. The islands are ideally situated to provide a wealth of development services to Block Tech Bahamas 
affiliated enterprises.  



Block Tech Bahamas will provide a network of local and world-wide complimentary business services 
designed to enable companies based on the islands to grow and develop their businesses. 



We will attract new talent and expertise to The Bahamas Islands in addition to providing new training and 
jobs to Bahamians who will be needed by companies establishing their presence on the island. 

The potential to provide new jobs to the Islands’ residents will provide valuable new opportunities to Bahamians. 



Block Tech Bahamas will market itself worldwide to attract new companies to join this exciting new tech 
development hub in the Bahamas. The association will also offer marketing services to all of is members and 
partners. 



We will establish partnerships with a range of companies both based in the Bahamas and around the world. 

These partners will benefit from increased exposure and provide valuable assistance and services to members of 
Block Tech Bahamas. 



We will offer membership of the Block Tech Bahamas Association on a yearly basis. This will provide 
members with access to all our services and resources. 

In addition Block Tech Labs will provide facilities to companies physically located in the islands and virtual 
companies wishing to have a presence in the Bahamas. 



A DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisation) will be created to offer members of Block Tech Bahamas 
the chance to participate and vote on important elements of the vision of Block Tech Bahamas. The BTB DAO 
will be a unique feature of the organisation and offer a truly inclusive platform for all partners, members and 
sponsors. 



 



Future services offered by Block Tech Bahamas.  

We will offer companies a turnkey solution to be physically based in 
the Bahamas.


We will offer companies a service to be virtually based in the 
Bahamas.


We will look to offer E residency to individuals and  businesses . 
Similar to Estonia E residency program. 











 



Blockenomics is a leading Blockchain consultancy company. We provide real world solutions to businesses. 
With over 10 years experience in Bitcoin, Crypto and Blockchain business we are well positioned to launch 
and develop Block Tech Bahamas. 










